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Abstract
Firms motivate to manipulate reviews since online reviews have a direct influence on
their product sales. However, surrounded by promotional reviews, consumers might be
misled or mistrust reviews. We present a rational expectation model of review manipulation to explain the effect of review fraud in the motion picture industry. Using the
data of Douban.com, we measure review fraud of movies by examining the difference
in reviews between the opening week and off-theater period. We find that movies with
high quality are less likely to commit review frauds. Moreover, promotional reviews do
not help to improve box office performance. Finally, it is costly for the producer to post
a fake review and the cost of posting a fake review depends on movie characteristics.
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Introduction
Following the popularity of internet, review websites provide lots of related information

about products and services for potential consumers. For instance, potential moviegoers
learn unobservable movie characteristics from reviews on IMDb and Rotten tomato; book
fans access to reviews on Amazon.com to collect book information, such as writing style
or rough plot of a story. That is, Consumers access to reviews to learn the unobservable
quality of products they interested and then make their judgments. Online reviews have
become indispensable information source to determine consumers’ purchase decision. There
is a stream of literature to document that online reviews have a direct impact on product
sales and price of transactions.
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However, the usefulness of online reviews becomes suspicious with the presence of review
manipulation. As these review websites become increasingly popular and firms realize the
direct influence of online reviews on product sales, firms manipulate online reviews by posting
fake reviews for themselves or their competitors on review websites.
In the literature of review manipulation, previous studies impose an assumption that
firms can manipulate reviews successfully, while it is difficult for consumers to detect fake
reviews. Based on this assumption, prior works investigate firm characteristics and market
conditions that lead to increase or decrease in review manipulation. Evidence suggests that
firms with weak reputation are likely to manipulate reviews (see Luca and Zervas (2016)),
and firms with a low cost of posting fake reviews are prone to post promotional reviews(see
Mayzlin et al. (2014)). For example, branded chain hotels show relatively low incentives
to commit review manipulation than independent hotels. The subtle difference is that the
revealing of fake reviews hurts the reputation of branded chain hotels, but neutralizes that
of independent hotels.
To our knowledge, our paper is the first to study whether online reviews are manipulatable by firms and noticeable by consumers. To investigate the impact of fake reviews
1

See Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006); Sun (2012) and Hou (2016)
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on consumers’ purchase decision, we propose a model to capture how consumers make their
decisions with the presence of fake reviews and how firms decide their optimal manipulation
degree. An essential assumption in our model is that consumers acknowledge the share of
fake reviews, although they cannot detect a particular fake review. Intuitively, our movie
review data also support this assumption. Since there are so many moviegoers and numerous
real reviewers in the first few days, it is not difficult for consumers to perceive the share of
fake reviews with extensive reviews in a short period.
We present a rational expectation model to examine review manipulation in equilibrium.
Undetectable fake reviews might mislead consumers to make suboptimal choices. Another
situation is that consumers acknowledge the existence of review manipulation and mistrust
reviews. In this situation, consumers can detect fake reviews. In our model, consumers learn
the share of fake reviews through reading reviews for a movie and decide whether to watch
that movie based on the expectation rating calculated from all real reviews. On the other
hand, producers choose the optimal share of fake reviews to maximize their profits, given
consumers’ choices based on their expected scores. Therefore, there exists an equilibrium
in the share of fake reviews with specific conditions. Our model provides three predictions
as follows. First, movies with a high quality are less likely to commit review fraud. Since
movies with a high quality have a higher average rating of non-five-star reviews in our model,
producers would like consumers to put more weight in the average rating of non-five-star
reviews by posting fewer fake five-star reviews. Second, our model predicts that promotional
reviews hurt box office revenue, given that consumers make their watching decision for a
movie based on the expected score of the movie. Moreover, it is costly for producers to post
a fake review to a movie and the cost depends on movie characteristics. Lastly, we implement
the empirical tests to justify these testable implications by using the data of movie online
reviews from Douban.com.
Empirically, we face the same challenge with previous literature studying review manipulation. It is difficult to justify whether a particular review is fake. Luca and Zervas
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(2016) treat reviews filtered by review website Yelp.com as proxies for review manipulations,
while Mayzlin et al. (2014) measure review fraud by using the difference in distributions of
reviews for a given hotel between two review websites, Expedia.com and TripAdvisor.com.
Anyone can post a review on TripAdvisor while reviews are only allowed to be posted by
consumers who have purchased at least one night at the hotel through Expedia. Thus, the
cost of posting a fake review on Expedia is much higher comparing to the cost of posting a
fake review on TripAdvisor. Our paper also does not intend to detect whether a particular
review is fake or not. Instead, we measure review fraud based on the timing of fake reviews.
For instance, in some industry, the impact of online reviews on consumers’ choice varies
across time. Review manipulations substantially contribute to boosting product sales at the
early stage when consumers do not have sufficient information to evaluate the unobservable
quality of a product. However, the benefit of fake reviews is not sustainable when the product is unavailable to purchase for consumers. We measure review fraud by examining the
difference in reviews between these two periods.
Specifically, in this chapter we investigate movie reviews by examining the difference
in the share of five-star reviews between the opening week and off-theater period given a
movie. While Mayzlin et al. (2014) show that hotels post positive fake reviews for their own
hotels and also receive negative fake reviews from their neighbors’ hotels, we only consider
the positive fake reviews rather than include both positive fake reviews posted by producers
for their own movies and negative fake reviews posted by their competitors. As Chevalier
and Mayzlin (2006) find that one-star reviews harm book sales more than five-star reviews
help book sales, they infer that one-star reviews are more credible for consumers who may
perceive the manipulation of five-star reviews. Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006) argue that
two competing books of the same type may be complements instead of substitutes. Thus,
there is no benefit for authors or publishers to post negative reviews of competing books,
but still profitable to post positive reviews of their own books. Those implications in the
book industry can apply to our context of movies, as in the case of movies, two compet-
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ing movies are complements rather than substitutes. Unlike hotel industry and restaurant
industry where consumers only choose one product to purchase, the movie industry is not
highly competitive. For example, if a moviegoer prefers horror movies, she might stick to
watch several on-theater horror movies, although these movies have overlapping on-theater
time. Thus, we assume that only positive movie reviews (five-star reviews) can be fake. On
the other hand, the impact of movie reviews on consumers’ watching choice varies across
time. During the opening week after movie releases, especially in the first and second day,
consumers find it difficult to detect fake five-star reviews, since they have no information to
evaluate movie quality. Therefore, the cost of review fraud is lower in the opening week than
other periods. At the same time, the opening-week box office revenue dominates the box
office revenue afterward. Review manipulation brings producers substantial revenues in the
opening week. Since the revenue of a movie is not substantial after the movie is off-theater,
the incentive to commit review fraud vanishes. Therefore, we measure review fraud based
on the difference in the share of five-star reviews between the opening week and off-theater
period.
The main concern on our measure of review manipulation is the heterogeneous population of reviewers between the opening week and off-theater period. We adopt the control
group method to correct share of real five-star reviews (the measure of review manipulation). Movies with fewer than 101 reviews (bottom 25 percent of the volume of reviews)
are treated as the control group movies without promotional review activity. We regress the
original share of real five-star reviews on the control dummy and other movie characteristics,
and correct share of real five-star reviews from estimated coefficients and residuals. In our
empirical analysis, we test the three predictions in our rational expectation model. First,
we investigate the effect of movie quality on the corrected share of real five-star reviews.
We construct two measures of movie quality: the average rating of non-five-star reviews (all
non-five-star reviews are real) and the average rating of reviews posted after the movie is
off-theater. An increase of 1 point out of 10 in two measures of movie quality lead to an
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increase in 0.087 and 0.085 in the share of real five-star reviews, respectively. Movie quality
shows a significantly positive effect on the share of real five-star reviews (i.e. negative effect
of review manipulation). Moreover, we estimated the effect of the corrected share of fake
reviews on logged gross box office revenue. The results of regression suggest that an increase
in the corrected share of fake reviews leads to a decrease in the box office revenue. Lastly, we
test empirically whether it is costly for producers to post a fake review. The cost of posting
a fake review is calculated from the corrected share of real five-star reviews based on our
rational expectations model. The cost of posting a fake review is 0.0033 on average with the
standard deviation 0.036. The unit of the measure of cost is rating point per review. Posting
a fake review will hurt the credibility of real reviews. So our measure of cost is the reputation
cost of movies. The cost of posting a fake review is significantly different with zero based
on our t-test which is consistent with our last predictions in the model. The cost of review
manipulation is also influenced by related movie characteristics. Thus, all empirical results
are consistent with our theoretical predictions.
In addition to the control group method, we also use the benchmark movies method
to correct the share of real five-star reviews considering the heterogeneous population of
reviewers between the opening week and off-theater period. We treat movies as benchmark
movies if they show a higher share of five-star reviews in the off-theater period than in the
opening week. That is, benchmark movies are less likely to have review manipulation. We get
benchmark variables by taking an average of corresponding variables for three movie genres,
respectively. All variables in the regression are corrected over corresponding variables of
corresponding benchmark genre. For instance, we correct the share of real five-star reviews
of a horror movie by dividing it by the average share of real five-star reviews of all benchmark
horror movies. Based on the benchmark movies method, empirical results show that fake
reviews hurt box office performance if we do not consider the number of screens supplied by
cinema, which is consistent with the results of the control group method.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related literature. In Section
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3 we introduce the background of motion picture industry and movie review website (our data
source). Then we describe the data and show summary statistics. In Section 4 we provide
more evidence for the presence of review manipulation based on a preliminary empirical
analysis. In Section 5 we present a rational expectations model of review manipulation and
discuss three implications in the model. In Section 6 we talk about the empirical results. In
Section 7 we conclude and discuss limitations of our paper and issues for further work.

2

Related Literature
Our work belongs to a vastly growing literature to address the influence of online reviews.

Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006) investigate the cases of Amazon.com and BN.com by analyzing
relations between book’s reviews and sales quantities. They conclude that higher average
ratings and number of reviews both can push the sales upward. Vermeulen and Seegers
(2009) study the impact of online hotel reviews on the consumers’ purchasing decision in an
experiment with 168 subjects. They present that consumers obtain more information about
hotels through learning online reviews. Ye et al. (2011) also shows a strong correlation
between online reviews and sales quantity by using data from an online travel agency in
China. Sun (2012) further finds that how the variance of product ratings relates to the sales
ranking of books on Amazon.com and BN.com. Her paper further shows that the interaction
between the mean and variance of rating jointly affect the sales rank. More importantly,
when the average of ratings is low, the higher variance of ratings improves a book’s sales.
Another work by Hou (2016) analyzes the effect of online reviews on the sales quantity in the
hotel industry, considering the heterogeneity in the population of consumers. She discovers
that both the volume of reviews and the average rating positively influence the sales quantity
of hotels, and the sensitivity to the average ratings varies across individuals.
Most prior works on online reviews in the motion picture industry fall in the studies on
the relationship between online reviews and box office performance. Liu (2006) and Duan
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et al. (2008) find that the higher volume of user reviews leads to the higher aggregate and
weekly box office revenue, while Chintagunta et al. (2010) and Brown et al. (2012) claim
that the average rating also improves the box office performance. Chintagunta et al. (2010)
show that the average rating is the main driving force to local box office performance at
the designated market area level. But the volume of reviews matters to the gross box office
revenue instead of the average rating according to the results of the aggregated national data.
However, Brown et al. (2012) find that the average IMDb rating has a positive effect on the
box office revenue and cold opening is correlated with an increase in box office performance,
based on the aggregated national data.2
The chapter is more closely related to a new and growing literature that studies reviews
manipulation, such as Mayzlin et al. (2014) and Luca and Zervas (2016). Mayzlin et al.
(2014) study the reviews manipulation in the hotel industry. They examine the differences in
reviews for hotels on Expedia.com and TripAdvisor.com. Expedia allows a consumer to post
a review only if she booked at least one night on Expedia. In contrast, there is no restrictions
post a review on TripAdvisor. Thus, they expect a less costly fake review on TripAdvisor
than Expedia. The findings imply that independent hotels with single-unit owners are more
likely to give fake positive reviews. Hotels with independent competitors in nearby run by a
small owner tend to receive more fake negative reviews from their neighbors. Luca and Zervas
(2016) investigate the incentives to commit review fraud in the restaurant industry. They
treat reviews filtered by Yelp.com as proxies of fake reviews. Their finding concludes that a
restaurant with a weak reputation (lower average rating) is prone to commit review fraud.
A restaurant receives more fake reviews if it faces increased competition. Kornish (2009)
measure review manipulation by using the approach of double voting in users’ reviews, that
is, she uses a correlation between review sentiment and usefulness votes as a proxy of review
fraud. She proposes that a firm’s strategy for review fraud is to post a promotional positive
review to its own product and vote this review as useful. However, she cannot identify
2

If a movie is not be shown to critics so that critics cannot publish reviews in advance of the public
release, they define that the movie has a cold opening.
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the effect since potential consumers visiting the home page of a product might prefer this
product and vote positive reviews as useful.
A stream of papers build models to address the issue of review manipulation. Mayzlin
(2006) introduces a model of promotional chat where both consumers and competing firms
post reviews online. Consumers are not able to detect biased word of mouth online and
make their purchasing decision based on the online messages. She finds that the firms of
products with a low quality are more likely to manipulate reviews. Compared to the system
without review fraud, consumers’ choices are misled by promotional reviews which results
in the welfare loss. On the other hand, the literature on review manipulation by Dellarocas
(2006) finds that the producer of high-quality products invests more resources into review
fraud in the equilibrium. It indicates that promotional reviews lead to a welfare increase for
the consumer.
Another stream of literature has attempted to study review manipulation by using
textual analysis algorithms. For example, Ott et al. (2011) find a different language pattern
between the fake reviews and real reviews. They hired people on the Amazon Mechanical
Turk to post positive hotel review, and then they analyze the differences between the fake
positive reviews and real positive reviews. Mukherjee et al. (2013) attempt to find out
Yelp’s filtering algorithm by analyzing its filtered reviews. They find that users’ behavioral
features perform well, while the linguistic features are not as effective. Most literature from
computer science focuses on identifying abnormal reviewing patterns, such as Akoglu et al.
(2013), Jindal et al. (2010) and Hu et al. (2012).

3
3.1

Empirical Application
About Douban
In the motion picture industry, consumers make their watching decision based on several

observable characteristics of movies, including the genre, the ratings and the number of
8

reviews. Given that movies are experience-related products, consumers tend to rely on
online reviews to infer the quality of a movie.
The review fraud in the motion picture industry is distinct from frauds in other industries. New movies are released and plugged in the theatrical motion picture market every
week, and each movie, on average, stays on-theater for a few weeks. Given the feature of
short life-cycle, review fraud for movies is much more frequently in the opening week. No
benefit is left for posting fake reviews after the movie is off-theater.
Our analysis investigates movie reviews from Douban.com, which is a Chinese social
networking service (SNS) website and attracts more than 40 percent of Chinese Internet
users every month.3 Anyone can browse the site and access to information on Douban,
but only registered users are allowed to post reviews. According to Wikipedia, Douban has
more than 200 million registered users by 2013. Registered users can post reviews related
to movies, books, and music. Douban movie section operates just as does IMDB.com, and
its book section is similar to Amazon’s book reviews and Goodreads. Its music section is
like SoundCloud. Registered users own their personal homepage to post photos and diaries.
A movie review posted is displayed both on the reviewer’s homepage and the movie page.
Moreover, registered users can follow other users based on similar preference.
Registered users post their reviews and star-values ratings at Douban movie section.
The individual rating ranges from 0 (corresponding to one-star) to 10 (corresponding to
five-star). We access all reviews, including the text, posted date, star-valued ratings and
identity of the reviewer. Besides, Douban also provides movies’ characteristics, such as the
genre, director, starring and release date.
[Place Figure 1 about here]
In this chapter, we collect reviews for 468 movies released in China from Jan 2015 to
Aug 2016 from Douban.com, since during this period the motion picture industry in China
3

According to the Report by The New York Times released on Nov 14, 2016, https://www.nytimes.
com/2016/11/15/world/what-in-the-world/china-douban.html
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keeps growing fast. The global box office in 2016 reached $38.6 billion, increasing one percent
over 2015’s record.4 China’s box office increased to 6.8 billion in U.S. dollars, accounting
for nearly 50% of Asia Pacific box office.5 Therefore, the theatrical motion picture industry
has an economic importance during this period. Figure 1 shows an example of a movie from
Douban.

3.2

Review Manipulation
Consumers learn the unobservable product quality from online reviews. On the other

hand, fake online reviews might mislead consumers’ decisions or make consumers to mistrust
reviews. There is considerable evidence for the presence of review fraud. The New York
Times published several reports related fraudulent reviews. In 2011, a report indicates
that a business entity hires people to post positive feedbacks.6 In 2015, another report
mentions that fake reviews overwhelm online.7 The regulation authorities seek legislation to
regulate review websites and to curb the fake review issue. For example, In 2012, the UK
Advertising Standards Authority forced TripAdvisor to delete the misleading claim about
reviews. In 2014, the Federal Trade Commission in the United States updated a guideline to
request reviewers for disclosures to ensure the validity of reviews. (see Mayzlin et al. (2014))
Moreover, reviews websites engage in filtering fake reviews, since fake reviews can harm the
credibility of reviews websites. For example, Yelp.com keeps filtering fake reviews base on
their own filtering algorithm. (see Luca and Zervas (2016))
Online review fraud is also an important issue in China. In July 2017, Sohu news
reported on the network navy industry chain.8 The network navy companies hired users
4

According to the Report released on Mar 22nd, 2017 by the Motion Picture Association of America
(MPAA). http://www.mpaa.org/press/global-box-office-remains-strong/#.WXbJIojytPY
5
According to the Report released on Dec 31st, 2016 by Xinhua News Agency http://www.gov.cn/
shuju/2016-12/31/content_5155313.htm
6
A report in Aug 2011, In a Race to Out-Rave, 5-Star Web Reviews Go for $5. http://www.nytimes.
com/2011/08/20/technology/finding-fake-reviews-online.html
7
A report in Dec 2015, All the Product Reviews Money Can Buy. https://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/
06/your-money/all-the-product-reviews-money-can-buy.html
8
A report in July 2017, Seek the Network Navy Organization. http://www.sohu.com/a/155274401_
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to post fake online reviews. People.cn criticized the flooding of fake reviews in the Chinese
motion picture industry.9 Douban.com, the largest movie review site in China, acknowledged
the necessity to remove review fraud. By filtering fake reviews based on its own algorithm.10
In Dec 2016, Sina tech reported on the fake movie reviews on Douban.com. The report
investigated the price of posting one fake review.11

3.3

Data
Our data comes from two sources. In November of 2016, we collect the data by scrapping

reviews of movies from Douban.com and Maoyan.com. At Douban.com, we obtained the
rating (star values), text, date of the review and characteristics of 468 movies, including the
movie genre, the releasing date, the average rating and the number of reviews. On the other
hand, we collect daily national box office revenue, the number of screening and gold-time
screening rate from Maoyan.com. We merge two data from Douban and Maoyan by names
of movies. There are 453 movies overlapped in two data.12 We further drop 4 documentary
movies with an extremely low likelihood of review fraud. Our dataset contains 2,205,025
reviews from 382,313 users and for 449 movies released in China between January 2015 and
August 2016.
[Place Table 1 about here]
Table 1 describes variables of our interests. The variable Avg is the average rating of
all reviews for a movie, and the variable Avgoff is the average rating of reviews posted after
a movie is off-theater. The average rating of non-five-star reviews for a movie is denoted
118786
9
A report in Dec 2012, Exposure of Review Fraud in Movie Industry http://culture.people.com.cn/
n/2012/1219/c87423-19941390.html
10
An announcement posted by the CEO of Douban in Dec 2015, Eight Questions about Movie Reviews
on Douban. https://blog.douban.com/douban/2015/12/18/3060/
11
A report in Dec 2016, Uncover Secrets of Review Manipulation on Douban. http://tech.sina.com.
cn/i/2016-12-29/doc-ifxzczff3417668.shtml
12
We drop movies with fewer than 10 reviews since Douban.com does not display the average rating of a
movie if it has fewer than 10 reviews. On the other hand, Maoyan.com does not provide information related
box office if a movie was released only in some districts, not nationally.
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as AvgNo5, and the volume of reviews for a movie is denoted as Vol. We define gross box
revenue as BoxOffice, in 10,000 RMB (about 1,500 U.S. dollars). The variable ScreenN is
the number of screens for a movie during its on-theater period. The daily screen rate is the
daily ratio of the number of showings of a movie to the number of showings of all on-theater
movies that day, and the variable ScreenR is the average of daily screen rate. The variable
GoldR is similar with ScreenR, while the ratio is based on the gold-time showings instead
of all showings. Here the gold-time showings are defined as the showings after 7 p.m. on
the weekdays and the showings at the weekend. Excluding 4 documentary movies which are
less likely to receive fakes reviews, we construct three exclusive dummies: drama, horror and
animated. The animated genre dominates horror genre and drama genre, and horror genre
dominates drama genre. For example, movies with labels of horror and drama are defined
as horror movies. The variable Days is the number of on-theater days for a movie.
[Place Table 2 about here]
Table 2 reports summary statistics for variables listed in Table 1. Unsurprisingly, the
average rating of reviews posted after a movie is off theater is lower than that of all reviews,
implying that fake five-star reviews might fall in the on-theater period. The average rating
of all reviews is 4.55 out of 10, while the average rating of off-theater reviews is 3.17 out of
10 at mean level.13 We have 2,205,025 reviews in total. In Table 2, one movie receives 4892
reviews on average. The volume of reviews has a large standard deviation 11,570. We come
up with the two measures of movie qualities, the average rating of off-theater reviews and
the average rating of non-five-star reviews. The average off-theater rating is 3.173, and the
average non-five-star score is 2.721.
In addition to the online reviews data, we collect detailed box office data scrawled from
Maoyan.com. The average of total box office revenue is about 97.04, in a million Chinese
yuan (around 0.15 million U.S.dollar). The duration of a movie on theater is about 41 days
on average. Following to Chintagunta et al. (2010) and Brown et al. (2012) to include the
13
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number of theater where a movie is releasing, we include the number of screens, screening
rate and gold-time screening rate (e.g.,Liu (2006)) as control variables. A movie shows 12552
screens on average during its on-theater period with a standard deviation 237,390. Table
2 shows that the mean of daily gold-time screening rate is 1.81%. The summary statistics
show that the drama genre accounts for about 62.8% in total movies, and the proportions
of the horror genre and animated genre are 21.8% and 15.4%, respectively.

3.4

Important Variables
We compare review characteristics in the opening week with those in the off-theater

period in Table 3. The volume of reviews in the opening week is 1589.66 in average, and the
range is between 3 and 44,945. The volume of reviews in the off-theater period is 1802.66
in average, and the range is between 1 and 23,383. During the two periods, movies receive
more than 1000 reviews on average. Furthermore, we compare the ratings of the two periods.
Table 3 reports that the average rating of non-five-star reviews is 2.65 in the opening week
versus 2.75 in the off-theater period. However, the rating of all reviews, including five-star
ones in the opening week is higher than that in the off-theater period. The opening week
average rating is 3.31 versus 3.17 for the off-theater period. The results show that there are
more five-star reviews in the opening week than in the off-theater period. Moreover, the
share of 5-star reviews posted during the opening week is higher than the off-theater period.
On average, the opening- week share is 1.6 times as the off-theater share. Both the contrasts
of the shares of five-star reviews and average ratings between two periods indicate movies
receive more five-star reviews in the opening week than during the off-theater period. It
provides a possibility of the existence of fake five-star reviews in the opening week.
[Place Table 3 about here]
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4

Preliminary Analysis
As last section shows, the contrast of ratings between two periods indicates the pos-

sibility of review fraud. However, the evidence is not sufficient for the presence of review
manipulation. Since reviewers in the opening week might be less critical than reviewers, who
watch movies on websites and post reviews after the movie is off-theater. In this section, we
justify the influence of the volume of reviews on box office performance to provide further
empirical evidence of review fraud.

4.1

The Volume of Reviews
We expect that the effect of volume of reviews on box office performance would be

different with previous literature with the existence of fake reviews. We document opposite
results between the volume of reviews and box office performance, in contrast to findings in
prior literature.14 First, we check the effect on aggregated national box office revenue as the
following specification.
log(BoxOf f icei ) = Xi β1 + β2 Avgi + β3 log(

GoldRi
V oli
) + β4
+ i ,
ScreenNi
ScreenRi

(1)

where BoxOf f icei is the gross box office revenue for movie i, Xi are controls for movie
characteristics, Avgi is the average rating of all reviews,
normalized by the number of screens, and

GoldRi
ScreenRi

V oli
ScreenNi

is the volume of reviews

is the proportion of gold-time screens for

movie i normalized by the average proportion for all movies.15
[Place Table 4 about here]
Table 4 reports the estimated coefficient in equation (1). The average rating of reviews
has a strong and statistically significant positive effect on total box office revenue. Column
14

Liu (2006) and Duan et al. (2008) find that higher volume of user reviews leads to higher aggregate and
weekly box office revenue. Using national data, Chintagunta et al. (2010) also obtain the same results that
volume of review matters to the box office performance.
15
The variable measures that the relative proportion of gold-time screens for movie i, comparing to other
ime ratei
i
P GoldT ime screensi /Screens
P
movies, since GoldT
GoldT ime screensj /
Screensj .
Screen ratei =
j

j

14

(1) shows that 0.1 point increase in the average rating of a movie leads to 5.31 percentage
point increase in the aggregated national box office revenue. Moreover, an increase in the
variable

GoldRi
ScreenRi

leads to an increase in the box office revenue. It implies that relatively

larger proportion of gold-time screens improve the box office revenue considerably.
On the other hand, one percentage point increase in the volume of reviews per screen
results in 0.394 percentage point decrease in the national box office revenue. The negative
effect is statistically different from zero at the 1 percent confidence level. However, the
negative effect is inconsistent with prior results that the volume of reviews has the positive
influence on the box office revenue (Liu, 2006; Duan et al. 2008; Chevalier and Mayzlin,
2006). One possible interpretation of the inconsistent results from our dataset is that reviewers who post fake reviews do not watch the movie in the cinema and have no contribution to
the box office revenue. These “fake reviewers” contribute to the volume of reviews but not
to the box office revenue. Therefore, the volume of reviews might influence the box office
performance negatively.
In column (2), we report the results based on the data of first two weeks. The results
are consistent with results in column (1) based on the gross data, except that the magnitude
of the negative effect of the volume of reviews becomes smaller. One percentage point
increase in the volume of reviews per screen decrease the national box office revenue by 0.13
percentage point during the first two weeks. The negative effect is insignificant at 5 percent
level. The possible explanation is that “fake reviewers” in the first two weeks post many fake
reviews but have no contribution to the box office revenue. In the following weeks, potential
consumers acknowledge the presence of fake reviews through reading texts of online reviews.
A larger share of fake reviews make potential consumers not trust reviews and may change
their watching decision. The magnitude of the negative effect of the volume (including many
fake reviews) becomes larger in the following weeks. Therefore, the magnitude of negative
effect from the data of first two weeks in column (2) is smaller than from the gross data.
Taking unobservable movie characteristics into account, including budget, star, etc., we
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run two fixed effect regressions by controlling the movie fixed effect
Consider the following equation:
log(BoxOf f iceit ) = β1 + β2 Avgit−1 + β3 log(
+ β4

V olit−1
)
ScreenNit−1

GoldRit
+ ai + it ,
ScreenRit

(2)

where BoxOf f iceit is the box office revenue for movie i in period t. Avgit−1 is the average
rating of reviews posted in and before period t − 1 and

V olit−1
ScreenNit−1

is the normalised volume

of reviews posted in and before period t − 1. We take lag of review variables, since previous
reviews influence on the box office revenue of this period.

GoldRit
ScreenRit

is the normalized pro-

portion of gold-time screens for movie i in period t and ai is the variable for movie fixed
effects.
[Place Table 5 about here]
Table 5 shows the results in equation (2) for weekly data in column (1) and daily data
in column (2). Column (1) shows an increase in the variable

GoldRit
ScreenRit

leads to an increase in

the box office revenue. It implies that an increase in the proportion of gold-time screens in
the week t increase the box office revenue of this week. Since we take lag of variables related
reviews, we lose the information of box office revenue in the first week which dominates the
box office performance in the following weeks. The average rating of reviews posted before
week t has an insignificant positive effect on box office revenue of week t. On the other hand,
column (2) shows that the average rating of reviews posted before day t has a strong and
statistically significant positive effect on box office revenue of day t since we only lose the
information of box office revenue in the first day.
Moreover, column (1) shows that 1 percentage point increase in the normalized volume
of reviews before week t results in 0.82 percentage point decrease in the box office revenue of
week t, while in column (2), 1 percentage point increase in the normalized volume of reviews
before day t results in 0.97 percentage point decrease in the box office revenue of day t. That
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is, the normalized volume of reviews presents a significantly negative impact on box office
revenue at daily and weekly level. The aggregate-level results in Table 4 is still robust at
the daily level and weekly level, controlling movie fixed effect.
Similarly, the possible explanation is that “fake reviewers” posting many fake reviews
increase the volume of reviews but have no contribution to the box office revenue. At the
same time, potential consumers perceive the share of fake reviews through reading texts of
online reviews. Fake reviews make potential consumers not trust reviews and may change
their watching decision. Results in this section provide some evidence for the existence of
fake reviews and indicate that fakes reviews seem not to be helpful in improving box office
revenue.

5

A Rational Expectations Model
Previous studies on review manipulation models fake reviews are confounding to include

positive fake reviews posted by firms for their own products and negative fake reviews posted
by those firms’ competitors. Mayzlin et al. (2014) present a model of promotional reviews
in the hotel industry. In their model, the cost of review manipulation varies across hotels.
They find that independent hotels with single-unit owners benefit more from review fraud
than branded chain hotels with multi-unit owners since the cost of review fraud related to
the probability of getting caught is lower for an independent hotel with single-unit owners.
In hotel industry (see Mayzlin et al. (2014)) and restaurant industry (see Luca and
Zervas (2016)), firms are highly competitive, since consumers only choose one product to
purchase. For instance, a potential consumer who will travel to New York usually chooses
one to book from all hotels in New York. In contrast, the motion picture industry is not
so competitive. On the one hand, movies are more complementary than substitutive. For
example, if a moviegoer prefers horror movies, she sticks to watch on-theater horror movies.
On the other hand, film firms can change release time such that their movies face fewer
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competitors rather than post fake negative reviews for their competitors. Therefore, we do
not consider negative fake reviews from competitors in our model.
We propose a rational expectations model different from the models in previous studies
related to review manipulation. In our model, consumers have their own believes in the
share of fake reviews for a movie and make their watching decisions based on the expected
scores in their mind rather than the average rating displayed on the movie’s home page on
Douban.com. Given knowing that consumers form their beliefs to the share of fake reviews,
firms choose an optimal level of review manipulation as a response.
Since we do not consider negative fake reviews from competitors in the movie industry,
we assume that only five-star reviews might be fake. The five-star score is normalized to 1,
while the lowest rating (one-star score) is normalized to 0. Let D denote the average rating
among the reviews with four-star or lower and α be the proportion of five-star reviews among
all reviews. The consumers’ expected score is
Sr = απr + (1 − α)D,

(3)

where πr is the consumers’ belief about the share of real reviews among five-star reviews.
Higher belief πr leads to a higher expected score, that is, higher belief about the share of fake
reviews among five-star reviews πf = 1 − πr results in a lower expected score. Moreover, an
increase in the average rating of non-five-star reviews D increase the expected score as well.
The correlation of the proportion of five-star reviews α and the expected score depends on
D and πr .
Given that consumers make their watching based on the expected score, box office
performance is associated with the rating. if we do not consider the cost of posting fake
reviews, a rational expectations equilibrium must have
πr = D.

(4)

That is, the share of real reviews among five-star reviews must equal to the normalized
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average rating of non-five-star reviews. Since otherwise the producer will either post infinitely
many fake reviews, α → 1 (if πr > D), or no fake reviews (if πr < D).
Further we model the review manipulation as costly to the producer. The cost of review
fraud might be the cost of hiring people to post fake reviews or the credibility-related risks
associated with the review manipulation. When the producer post more fake reviews, the
consumer’s belief in the share of fake reviews will increase. So the promotional reviews for a
movie hurt the credibility of all online reviews for this movie. Considering the cost of posting
fake reviews, we have the following profit function for the producer:
Π = απr + (1 − α)D − cnf ,

(5)

where c is the cost of posting one fake review and nf is the number of fake reviews (only
among five-star reviews). In equation (5), consumers’ expected score for a movie απr + (1 −
α)D represents the box office revenue of the movie, since consumers make their watching
based on the expected score. The total cost of review fraud for a movie has a linear relation
with the number of fake reviews.
Producers maximize their profit by choosing the number of fake reviews. For the convenience of deducing the share of fake reviews in equilibrium, we replace the number of fake
reviews with the actual proportion of real reviews. We define
πra =

nr
nr + nf

and α =

nr + nf
,
nr + nf + n0

(6)

where nr is the number of real 5-star reviews and n0 is the number of reviews with four-star
or lower. Since nf is the number of fake 5-star reviews, nr + nf denote the volume of all
5-star reviews. Therefor, πra denote the actual share of real reviews among five-star reviews,
α denote the propotion of all five-star reviews.
Rearranging the first part in equation (6), we obtain the expression of the number of
fake reviews as follows:
nf = nr (

1
− 1) .
πra
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(7)

We also have the proportion of five-star reviews α as an expression in terms of πra , nr and
n0 ,
n0
nr + nf + n0
n0
= 1− 1
n + n0
πra r
πra
= 1−
θ + πra
θ
=
θ + πra

α = 1−

where θ =

nr
,
n0

(8)

denoting the ratio of the number of real five-star reviews on the number of

non-five-star reviews.
Substituting equation (7) and (8) into equation (5), we rewrite the producer’s maximization problems as following:
πra
1
θ
π
+
D − cθn0 ( a − 1),
r
a
a
θ + πr
θ + πr
πr
θ
1
= D−
(D − πr ) − cθn0 ( a − 1)
a
θ + πr
πr

Π =

(9)

The producer maximize the profit by choosing πra , the actual share of real reviews among
five-star reviews. Here, πra measure the manipulation level, as πra = 1 − πfa , where πfa is the
actual share of fake reviews. So larger πra represents lower manipulation level.
The first-order condition of producer’s profit function by differentiating equation (9)
with respect to πra is
θ
cθn0
∂Π
=
(D − πr ) + a2 = 0
a
a
2
∂πr
(θ + πr )
πr

(10)

Rearranging the equation (10), we get the optimal share of real five-star reviews (i.e. the
optimal manipulation level) chosen by the producer:
πr = D + cn0 (

θ
+ 1)2 .
πra

(11)

The equation (11) shows the relationship of consumers’ belief in the share of real reviews
among five-star reviews and the producer’s optimal manipulation level (i.e. the actual share
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of real reviews among five-star reviews).
[Place Figure 2 about here]
In the equilibrium, consumer’s belief in the share of real five-star reviews πr equals
to the producer’s optimal manipulation level πra based on our rational expectations model.
Combining the equation πr = πra with equation (11), we get the rational expectations equilibrium of manipulation level (i.e. the share of real reviews among all five-star reviews) as
the following:
πre = D + cn0 (

θ
+ 1)2
πre

(12)

According to Figure 2, the equilibrium πre exists if D + (1 + θ)2 cn0 < 1. That is, the cost
of posting one fake review c is sufficiently small. If D + (1 + θ)2 cn0 ≥ 1, then there is no
equilibrium. Figure 2 shows that πre approaches to D, as c approaches to 0. It is consistent
with the equilibrium in the case without cost of review manipulation. When the producer
has no cost of committing review fraud (c = 0), a rational expectations equilibrium must
have πr = D.
Based on our rational expectations model, we have the following three theoretical predictions.
Prediction 1: A movie with a high quality will be less likely to manipulate
reviews than a movie with a low quality.
We measure the quality of a movie by using the normalized average rating of non-fivestar reviews D. Since all reviews with four-star and lower score are real reviews, the higher
average rating of non-five-star reviews represents the higher movie quality. The equation
(12) implies that an increase in the quality of a movie decreases the intensity of review
manipulation:
∂πre
≥0
∂D

(13)

Prediction 2: fake reviews hurt the box office revenue.
In the model, consumers make their watching decision based on the expected score
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απre + (1 − α)D, so the expected score is positively associated with the box office revenue.
Recalling that the share of fake reviews πfe = 1 − πre , we conclude that the share of fake
reviews is negatively correlated with the box office revenue, that is, fake reviews hurt the
box office revenue. When the proportion of five-star reviews α is extremely small, fake
reviews may not influence the box office performance.
Prediction 3: It is costly for the producer to manipulate reviews for a movie,
and the cost of posting a fake review depends on movie characteristics.
Since the share of real reviews among five-star reviews πre =

nr
,
nr +nf

the number of real

five-star reviews can be rewritten as nr = πre (nr + nf ). The parameter θ =

nr
n0

=

πre (nr +nf )
.
n0

Substituting θ into equation (12), we obtain the cost of review fraud.
c =

πre − D

2
n0 πθe + 1
r

πre − D

=
n0
=



nr +nf
n0

+1

2

πre − D
(πre − D)n0
=
· (1 − α)
(n0 + nr + nf )2
N

(14)

where the volume of all reviews is denoted as N = n0 +nr +nf , and the propotion of non-fivestar reviews is denoted as 1 − α =

n0
.
n0 +nr +nf

The cost of posting a fake review depends on

the manipulation level πre , the movie quality D, the proportion of non-five-star reviews and
the volume of reviews. Specifically, it is more costly to post a fake review for a movie with
a high quality D. Since the cost is in the unit of score point per review, measuring the loss
of the credibility of reviews, the reputation loss of real reviews is not a issue for low quality
movies with the low average rating of real reviews. Similarly, review fraud is more costly for
movies with a large proportion of non-five-star reviews (real reviews). Review manipulation
is less costly for movies with a large number of reviews because the consumers’ belief in the
share of fake review is diluted by the volume of reviews.
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6

Empirical Methodology and Results
As noted in section 3.4, the key difference in the share of five-star reviews between the

opening week and off-theater period is used to identify the existence of review manipulation.
A movie gains revenue from both the theatrical markets and nontheatrical markets, such
as home video market and network television market. The box office revenue not only
dominates the revenue from nontheatrical markets but also is an important indicator of the
movie’s sales in other markets in the future. Therefore, the producers have no incentive
to post fake five-star reviews to their own movie when the movie is off-theater. On the
other hand, the opening week is the most important period for movie’s reputation and the
following box office performance. So it is much more profitable for a producer to manipulate
reviews in the opening week. We expect that fake reviews show much more in the opening
week than in the off-theater period.
The share of real five-star reviews πre captures the difference in the proportion of fivestar reviews between two periods. We assume that reviews with four-star or lower scores are
real and only five-star reviews might be fake as the discussion in the section above. Let nr
denote the number of real five-star reviews, nf denote the number of fake five-star reviews
and n0 denote the number of reviews with four-star or lower scores. Let

nr
nr +n0

= f1 (the

number of five star reviews over the number of all reviews after the movie is off theater),
and

nr +nf
nr +nf +n0

= f2 (the number of five star reviews over the number of all reviews during the

opening week). The share of real five-star reviews can be expressed in terms of f1 and f2 ,
πre

nr
=
=
nr + nf

f1
1−f1
f2
1−f2

.

(15)

f1 is the ratio of the number of real five-star reviews to the number of real reviews, including
real five-star reviews and non-five-star reviews. Since the reviews posted after the movie is
off-theater are real, f1 can be measured by the proportion of five-star reviews during the offtheater period. f2 is the ratio of the number of five-star reviews, including the real and fake
five-star reviews, to the volume of reviews. Since the producer manipulates reviews, that is,
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post fake five-star reviews, in the opening week, f2 can be measured by the promotion of
five-star reviews in the opening week.

6.1

Movie quality And Review Manipulation
In this section, we test the prediction 1 from our rational expectations model. The

equation (13) in Section 5 indicates that the producer post less fake positive reviews (fivestar reviews) for their own movies with a higher quality (higher average rating of non-five-star
reviews). We expect to observe the significant effect of movie quality on the share of real
five-star reviews. The specification is denoted as follows:
πri = Xi β1 + β2 M ovie qualityi + β3

GoldRi
+ i ,
ScreenRi

(16)

where πri is the share of real five-star reviews for movie i, Xi contains controls for movie
genres,

GoldRi
ScreenRi

measures the proportion of screens at gold time in total screens of movie

i comparing to the average proportion of all movies, M ovie qualityi is the average rating of all non-five-star reviews for movie i. In addition, we use an alternative measure of
M ovie qualityi , the average rating of reviews posted after the movie is off-theater, as the
robustness check for the positive effect.16
[Place Table 6 about here]
Table 6 shows a positive effect of movie quality on the share of real five-star reviews πr
significantly at 1 percentage level. In column (1), the estimated coefficient of movie quality
measured by the average rating of non-five-star reviews suggests that an increase of 1 in
the average rating of reviews posted after the movie is off-theater leads to an increase of
0.07 in the share of real five-star reviews. Similarly, the coefficient estimate of movie quality
measured by the average rating of off-theater reviews in column (2) suggests that an increase
of 1 out of 10 in the average rating of non-five-star reviews leads to an increase of 0.07 in
16

Here M ovie qualityi is in the interval [0,10].
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the share of real five-star reviews. This is a large effect given that the share of real five-star
reviews is 0.37 on average.
Our interpretation of the results relies on the assumption that reviewers during the
opening week and off-theater period value movies similarly. That is, the population of
reviewers between two periods is homogeneous among movies. However, the population of
reviewers between the two periods varies across movies. For example, reviews for a drama
movie in the opening week might be more critical than during off-theater period. The
subtle difference is that reviewers in the opening week spend money watching a movie, while
reviewers during the off-theater period watch on the website for free.17 On the other hand,
reviewers for a horror movie are likely to give higher ratings in the opening week comparing
to off-theater reviewers since they are fans of horror movies or visual effect of watching a
horror movie in a cinema is better comparing to watching it online. Overall, the share of real
five-star reviews πr obtained by the difference in reviews posted in the opening week and
during the off-theater period could lead a biased result. Therefore, we propose a method to
correct πr .
We hypothesize that movies with fewer reviews are less likely to have review manipulation. We treat movies with the number of reviews fewer than 101 (bottom 25 percentile
of the volume of reviews) as the control group (movies with a low likelihood of review manipulation). There are 115 movies in the control group. Intuitionally, a movie has a lower
probability of review manipulation if there are very few reviews of the movie. Then we check
the difference in the share of five-star reviews between two periods for movies in the control
group by using the t-test. For movies in the control group, the mean difference in the share
of five-star reviews in the opening week and the off-theater period is statistically insignificant
at 5% level. The result provides support for our hypothesis that movies with fewer reviews
have no review manipulation.
Then we correct πr by including those movies with fewer than 101 reviews as control
17

After a movie is off theater, the movie is available to be watched for free on video sites.
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movies. Considering the following specification:
πri = Xi β1 + β2 controli + controli Xi β3 + i ,

(17)

where πri is the share of real reviews from equation (15). Xi contains movie genres, including
horror movie and animated movie.18 controli is an indicator variable. controli equals to 1
when movie i is in the control group (i.e. movie i has fewer than 101 reviews), otherwise,
controli equals to 0.
From the specification (17), we have the estimated parameters βˆ1 , βˆ2 and βˆ3 and the
residual, then we get the corrected share of real five-star reviews πrc by setting controli = 0:
c
πri
= Xi βˆ1 + ei ,

(18)

where βˆ1 is the estimates of parameters β1 , including the constant, parameter of horror and
parameter of animated. ei is the residual of the estimation of specification (17).
Considering the heterogeneous population of reviewers between the opening week and
off-theater periods, we correct share of real five-star reviews by using the control group
method. Now we check whether the effect of movie quality on the corrected share of real
five-star reviews πrc is consistent with results of πr .
Column (3) and (4) in Table 6 report the comparable results with column (1) and (2).
The estimated coefficients of two measures of movie quality remain statistically significant
and slightly stronger than the estimates in column (1) and (2).

6.2

Review Manipulation And Box Office
In this subsection, we examine the testable prediction 2 from our rational expectations

model of the impact of manipulation level on the box office performance. Consider the
following specification:
log(BoxOf f ice)i = Xi β1 + β2 πfc i + β3 M ovie qualityi + i ,
18

Drama movie is the baseline.
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(19)

c
where πfc i is corrected share of fake reviews, calculated from 1 − πri
. Given that consumers

make their watching decision according to the expected score of a movie, expected score
influence the box office performance. Thus, the share of fake reviews πfc i 19 and movie quality
is included in the specification above, according to the consumers’ expected score in equation
(3). Here we still have two measures of movie quality, the average rating of all non-five-star
reviews AvgN o5 and the average rating of off-theater reviews AvgOf f .
[Place Table 7 about here]
Our main interests is the effect of fake reviews on box office revenue. We expect a
negative effect of the share of fake reviews since the higher share of fake reviews leads to
lower consumers’ expectation rating of the movie. Hence, the revenue of the box office
declines. The movie quality in our rational expectation model is defined as the normalized
average rating of non-five-star reviews between 0 and 1. The results in column (1) of Table 7
show how the share of fake reviews and the average rating of non-five-star reviews affect the
box office revenue. The coefficient estimate of πfc i suggests that more review manipulation
comes up with less box office revenue. An increase of 0.1 points in the share of fake reviews
results in 18.34 percentage point decrease in the box office revenue on average. This negative
effect is statistically different from zero at 0.5 percent confidence level. Consistent with
our expectation, the average rating of non-five-star reviews affects box office performance
positively. The box office revenue will increase 48.8 percentage point if the average rating of
non-five star reviews increases 1 point. Given that the average rating of non-five star reviews
is 2.721 on average, an increase of 1 point does improve box office substantially. We also
use the average rating of all off-theater reviews as the measure of movie quality to check the
robustness of results in column (2). The results in column (2) of Table 7 are similar with
results in column (1).
19
We directly investigate that how fake reviews affect the box office revenue by including the share of fake
c
five-star reviews πfc i rather than the share of real five-star reviews πri
. The sign of coefficient estimate of
c
πfc i should be opposite to the sign of πri
.
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Besides that the consumers’ expectation rating is crucial to a movie, screens arrangement
by suppliers (theaters) also plays an important role in the box office performances. To
control the factor of supply side, we include

GoldRi
ScreenRi

in our specification (19), measuring

the proportion of screens at the gold time in total screens of movie i comparing to the
average proportion of all movies. The results are in column (3) and column (4) of Table
7. The impact of the share of fake review is still negative but statistically insignificant and
smaller in value. The effects of two measures of movie quality are similar to the results in
column (1) and column(2). Our estimates imply that the box office revenue will increase 16.7
percentage point if the average rating of non-five star reviews increase 1 point and increase
24.7 percentage point for an increase 1 point of the average rating of non-five-star reviews.
The variable of supply-side

GoldRi
ScreenRi

indeed affect the box office revenue much. Comparing

to other movies, a movie’s advantage of the number of screens at the gold time improve box
office considerably.
Here, note that πfc i is the corrected share of fake five-star reviews. While Mayzlin et al.
(2014) show that hotels post positive fake reviews for their own and also receive negative fake
reviews from their neighbors’ hotels, we only consider the positive fake reviews rather than
include both positive fake reviews posted by producers for their own movies and negative
fake reviews posted by their competitors. As Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006) find that one-star
reviews harm book sales more than five-star reviews help book sales, they infer that onestar reviews are more credible for consumers who may perceive the manipulation of five-star
reviews. Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006) argue that two competing books of the same type may
be complements instead of substitutes. Thus, there is no benefit for authors or publishers to
post negative reviews of competing books, but still profitable to post positive reviews of their
own books. Those implications in the book industry can apply to our context of movies, as
in the case of movies, two competing movies are complements rather than substitutes.
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6.3

The Cost of Review Manipulation
In this section, we turn to test the prediction 3 from our rational expectations model

that it is costly for the producer to manipulate reviews. Firstly, we have the cost of posting
fake reviews for each movie based on the equation (14).20 The cost of review manipulation
is 0.0033 on average and with the standard deviation of 0.036. The result of t-test shows
that the cost of review manipulation is significantly greater than 0. It provides a strong
supporting for the prediction 3 from our rational expectations model. It is costly for the
producer to manipulate reviews.
The equation (14) shows the relationship between the cost of review manipulation and
factors such as corrected share of real reviews, movie quality and the volume of reviews.
Obviously, movies with a higher share of real reviews have a higher cost of review manipulation. For the term of movie quality, we expect that it will increase the cost of review fraud.
Since movies with high quality attract many real positive reviews sequentially, consumers
will doubt the credibility of the real positive reviews if they detect numerous fake reviews.
So fakes reviews hurt the reputation of movies with high quality which results in the higher
cost of review manipulation for good movies. Moreover, the more reviews a movie has, the
more difficult it will be for consumers to realize the share of real reviews since consumers pay
a higher searching cost. We expect to see these effects on the cost of manipulating reviews.
Consider the estimation equation:
c
costi = Xi β1 + β2 πri
+ β3 Di + β4 log(n0i )
c
+ β5 πri
× log(n0i ) + β6 Di × log(n0i ) + i ,

(20)

where costi is the cost of review manipulation of movie i. As costi is sufficiently small, we
multiple it by 100 for convince. Let n0i denote the volume of non-five-star reviews standardized by the number of screens. Di is between 0 and 1, the same with the D in the rational
20

We substitute πrc (that is, the corrected share of real five-star reviews among all five-star reviews, denoted
as πre in the model) into equation (14) to get the cost of review manipulation of movie i.
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expectation model, measuring the quality of movie i. Di denote the standardized average
rating among the reviews with 4-stars or lower of movie i.21 We include the interaction term
of Di and logged volume of non-five-star reviews log(n0i ) in our specification as we expect
that the effect of Di on the cost of review fraud may depend on the volume of non-five-star
c
denotes the corrected share of real five-star reviews. The interacreviews. As before, πri
c
tion term of πri
and logged volume of non-five-star reviews log(n0i ) is also included in our

specification.
[Place Table 8 about here]
Table 8 shows regression results on the cost of posting fake reviews of four specifications.
In column (1) we present the specification where only the corrected share of real five-star
reviews, the normalized average rating of non-five-star reviews and logged volume of nonfive-star reviews are included. This captures the general effect on the cost of review fraud
without considering the interactive effect. All coefficient estimates are consistent with the
interpretation of our rational expectation model. An increase of 0.1 point in the corrected
share of real five-star reviews results in 0.0014 point increase in cost of review manipulation.22
As movies with more real positive reviews, review manipulation hurts movies reputation by
making consumers doubt the credibility of their real reviews. The movie quality has a
significantly positive effect on the cost of review fraud as our expectation. When average
rating of non-five-star reviews increases 1 point (i.e. D increases 0.1 points), the cost of
review manipulation will decrease 0.0009 points. Since it is more difficult for consumers to
tell the fake five-star reviews from all five-star reviews given that a movie has a high quality.
We also expect the more non-five-star reviews, the higher cost of review manipulation a
movie has. Since consumers’ valuation of a movie with a large number of non-five-star
reviews is more stable, it is easier for consumers to detect fake reviews.23 For example, if a
21

Our rational expectations model normalizes the average rating of non-five-star reviews between 0 and 1.
o5i
Here Di = AvgN
.
10
22
Remember that cost of review manipulation is multiplied by 100 for convenience.
23
All non-five-star review is real reviews reflecting the quality of a movie.
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movie has many one- or two-star reviews with specific reasons in the text of these reviews,
readers will tell fake five-star reviews easily. Therefore, the cost of review fraud is higher
for movies with more non-five-star reviews. The coefficient estimate of the logged volume of
non-five-star reviews is positive but insignificant statistically. In column (2), we include the
volume of all reviews standardized by the number of screens instead of volume of non-fivestar reviews. The sign of coefficient estimates of the corrected share of real five-star reviews
and standardized average rating of non-five-star reviews are both similar to the results in
column (1). The most striking result is that the effect of the logged normalized volume of
all reviews on the cost of review manipulation is much smaller than the effect of the logged
normalized volume of non-five-star reviews. Intuitionally, it implies that consumers detect
fake reviews more easily given movies have many non-five-star reviews, comparing to having
many five-star reviews including fake reviews inside.
We include two interaction terms in column (3) considering the interactive effect of
corrected share of real five-star reviews, the normalized average rating of non-five-star reviews
and logged standardized volume of non-five-star reviews. The results are consistent with
c
those in column (1) but the interactive effect of corrected share of real five-star reviews πri

and logged standardized volume of non-five-star reviews log(n0i ) is statistically significant.
This indicates that the positive effect of standardized volume of non-five-star reviews on
c
the cost of review fraud is alleviated by corrected share of real five-star reviews πri
and

aggravated by the normalized average rating of non-five-star reviews.
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The results in

column (4) are also similar. All four specifications show that cost of posting fake reviews
is higher significantly for horror movies comparing with the baseline genre, drama movies.
Since horror movies have target consumers comparing to drama movies, regular consumers
of horror movies can effortlessly detect fake positive reviews written by producers.
24

c
The coefficient estimates of log(n0i ), πri
× log(n0i ) and D × log(n0i ) are jointly significant by F-test.
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6.4

Benchmark method
Perhaps the main concern with our results is the heterogeneous population of reviewers

between the opening week and off-theater period. That is, the opening-week reviewers and
off-theater reviewers may differ in their preference for movie characteristics. For instance,
opening week reviewers of drama movies may be more critical than off-theater reviewers
as they watch movies online for free, while off-theater reviewers of horror movies are likely
to be more critical for the visual effect in cinema. We have included movie genre in our
specifications. However, it is possible that consumers’ preference differs in the two periods for
unobservable movie characteristics. It is a problem if the unobservable movie characteristics
are correlated with movie quality or other movie characteristics included in our specifications.
We use the control group method to solve this problem in the previous section. We treat
movies with fewer than 101 reviews (bottom 25 percentile of the volume of reviews) as the
control group (movies without review manipulation) and correct share of real five-star reviews
by regression. In this section, we use another method to solve this problem. Considering
the heterogeneity of reviewers between the opening week and the off-theater period, we treat
movies as benchmark movies if they have the higher share of five-star reviews in the offtheater period than in the opening week. That is, benchmark movies are less likely to have
review manipulation. First, we get benchmark variables by taking an average for three movie
genres, respectively. All variables in the regression are divided by corresponding variable of
benchmark genre, among them we have corrected share of real five-star reviews πri =
bmg

where g(i) indicates that movie i falls into g genre. πr

πri
bmg(i)

,

πr

is the average πr of benchmark

movies falling into g genre.
[Place Table 9 about here]
Table 9 shows the results based on the benchmark movies method. All variables are
divided by corresponding variables of benchmark movie genre. We compare the results in
Table 9 with results in Table 7. The results in column (1) and (2) of Table 9 show that the
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larger share of fake reviews leads to worse box office performance, but the negative effect is
insignificant statistically. The effect of movie quality on the box office revenue is consistent
with the results in Table 7. Movies with a high quality have better box office performance.
After controlling screens arrangement by suppliers (theaters)

GoldRi
ScreenRi

in column (3)

and column (4), we find that the effects of two measures of movie quality are similar with
the results in column (1) and column(2). However, the impact of the share of fake review
becomes positive and statistically insignificant. The impact of manipulation level on the box
office revenue is ambiguous based on the benchmark method.

6.5

Potential Moviegoers
The empirical results indicate that fake reviews might hurt the box office performance.

In this section, we investigate the issue whether fake reviews attract potential moviegoers.
Here, we treat reviewers of movie i’s competitors as movie i’s potential moviegoers. Two
movies are competitors if they satisfy the following three conditions. First, two movies fall in
the same movie genre. To target the competitors accurately, we refine movies to six genres,
drama, comedy, action, horror, animated and sci-fi. Second, the difference in release date is
shorter than 30 days, that is to say, the time window for a movie to define competitors is
two months. Finally, two movies need to have similar budgets. As we have no budget data,
we use famous actors as the measure of the budget. Specifically, a movie is low-budget if
there are no famous actors in this movie. Otherwise, the movie is a high-budget movie.25
We use BoxOffice/potential, the ratio of the box office revenue to the number of potential
moviegoers to measure the capacity of attracting potential moviegoers for a movie. The larger
BoxOffice/potential indicate the higher capacity of attracting potential moviegoers. We
check the impact of review manipulation on the capacity of attracting potential moviegoers.
[Place Table 10 about here]
25

We define an actress famous if she is one of top 20 influential actors ranked by Sina.com
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Table (10) presents the results of the effect of reviews manipulation on the capacity of
attracting potential moviegoers. Column (1) shows the result based on the whole sample.
Review manipulation helps a movie to attract potential moviegoers. 0.1 points increase in the
corrected share of fake reviews leads to a 2.17% increase in the capacity of attracting potential
moviegoers. After controlling the variable related to the screens, GoldR/ScreenR, we find
the positive effect becomes insignificant in column (2). Moreover, the effect is ambiguous in
column (3) and (4) after we drop the negative share of fake reviews. Overall, the impact
of manipulation level on the capacity of attracting potential moviegoers is unclear based on
the results in Table (10).

7

Conclusion And Discussion
We propose a rational expectation model to demonstrate the mechanism when con-

sumers make their decisions in response to the presence of fake reviews in the motion picture
industry. In our model, consumers perceive the share of fake reviews and decide whether
to watch a movie depending on their expected score. On the other hand, the producers
maximize their profit by choosing the optimal manipulation level. Based on our rational
expectations model, we obtain the manipulation level in the equilibrium. Our rational expectation model provides three testable predictions. First, our model implies that movies
with a higher quality are less likely to be with many manipulated reviews. Second, our model
suggests that review manipulation hurts gross box office revenue. Lastly but not the least,
there is no free lunch to conduct a review fraud. The empirical results are consistent with our
model implications as supporting evidence regarding several dimensions. We document the
supporting evidence to the first prediction that both average rating of non-five-star reviews
and the average rating of off-theater reviews (i.e. two proxies for movie quality) positively
contribute to the share of real reviews. As a response to the second implication, an increase
in our measure of manipulation leads to a decrease in gross box office revenue. Finally, the
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third coherently empirical findings show that the cost of review manipulation is positive and
related several factors.
This paper belongs to the stream of literature related review fraud. While Mayzlin
et al. (2014) and Luca and Zervas (2016) investigate the effect of organizational form and
competition on review manipulation and summarize what kind of firms are more likely to
manipulate reviews. To differentiate our contribution, we propose a theoretical model to
characterize the mechanism of review manipulation. Our model provides us a guide for
empirical tests. We obtain consistent empirical results with our model. Moreover, our paper
contributes to the literature on fake review detection. Taking advantage of the specialty of
reviews in the motion picture industry, we propose a method to detect review manipulation
according to the difference of reviews across time. As it is not profitable for producers to
manipulate reviews when a movie is off-theater, we compare the difference in the share of
five-star reviews between the opening week and the off-theater period to get the measure of
review manipulation.
The potential limitation in our article is to impose a strong assumption for time invarying preferences across consumers. To alleviate this issue, we adopt the control group
method and benchmark movies method. Moreover, another limitation is that we cannot
detect fake review individually. Recent development in the field machine learning proposes
an algorithm and allows to distinguish a fake review posted by an individual. For our further
work, we will follow this technique to refine our data collections and empirical tests.
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8

Figures
Figure 1: Screen shot of a movie page on Douban.com

Continued: Reviews of the Movie Mountains May Depart
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Figure 2: Review manipulation level in equilibrium
πr
1

c→0
D + cn0 (1 + θ)2
D

0

πre

1
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Tables
Table 1: Descriptions for variables
Variable

Description

Avg
AvgOff
AvgNo5
Vol
BoxOffice
ScreenN
ScreenR

Mean rating of all reviews for a movie
Mean rating of reviews posted after a movie is off-theater
Mean rating of non-five-star reviews for a movie
The volume of reviews for a movie
Gross box office revenue (in 10,000 RMB, about 1,500 U.S. dollars)
The number of showings of a movie during its on-theater peroid
The average daily ratio of the number of showings of the movie
to that of all movies on-theater that day
The average daily ratio of the number of gold-time showings of the movie
to that of all movies on-theater that day
Drama =1 if the movie falls into drama genre, romance genre or comedy genre
Horror =1 if the movie falls into horror genre or suspense genre
Animated =1 if the movie falls into animated genre
The number of on-theater days

GoldR
Drama
Horror
Animated
Days
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Table 2: Summary statistics for variables
Variable
Avg
AvgOff
AvgNo5
Vol
BoxOffice
ScreenN
GoldR
Drama
Horror
Animated
Days

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min.

Max.

N

4.549
3.173
2.721
4,891.964
9,704.178
125,552.167
1.811
0.628
0.218
0.154
41.468

1.522
2.015
1.767
11,569.999
29,178.133
237,389.782
2.866
0.484
0.414
0.361
37.644

2.2
0
0.032
18
1
159
0
0
0
0
2

8.6
10
6.935
77,753
338,485.813
2,116,958
16.975
1
1
1
371

449
447
449
449
449
449
445
449
449
449
449

Note: The number of observations for the variable Avgoff is 447,
since two movies receive less than 2 reviews during their off-theater
periods. The number of observations for the variable GoldR is 445,
since the values of the gold-time screens rates are missing for four
movies.
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Table 3: Review characteristics in different periods
Variable

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min.

Max.

Medium

N

3.314
3.173

2.059
2.015

0
0

8.348
10

3.1
2.839

449
447

2.654
2.754

1.863
1.808

0
0

6.95
7.5

2.340
2.469

449
446

1,589.657
1,802.658

4,280.087
3,901.239

3
1

44,945
23,383

86
172.5

449
448

0.103
0.064

0.096
0.099

0
0

0.529
1

0.077
0.031

449
448

Avg
Opening week
Off-theater
AvgNo5
Opening week
Off-theater
Vol
Opening week
Off-theater
Share of five-star reviews
Opening week
Off-theater

Notes: One movie receive no reviews after it is off-theater. Moreover, there are two
movies, one with only one five-star review posted after it is off-theater and another
movie with one non-five-star review posted after it is off-theater.
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Table 4: Estimation results of equation (1)
(1)
log(BoxOffice)
Avg

0.531∗∗∗
(0.066)

log(Vol/ScreenN)

-0.394∗∗∗
(0.078)

GoldR/ScreenR

6.042∗∗∗
(0.323)

(2)
log(BoxOffice week12)

Avg week12

0.219∗∗∗
(0.048)

log(Vol/ScreenN) week12

-0.129
(0.074)

GoldR/ScreenR week12

6.852∗∗∗
(0.314)

Horror

0.701∗∗∗
(0.206)

0.936∗∗∗
(0.209)

Animated

0.827∗∗
(0.263)

1.399∗∗∗
(0.248)

Constant

-1.901∗∗∗
(0.491)

-0.081
(0.469)

440
0.604

439
0.596

Observations
R2

Notes: Regression estimates of equation (1). The dependent variable
in the first column is the gross box office revenue and the dependent
variable in the second column is the sum of box office revenue of first
two weeks. Standard errors in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table 5: Results for daily and weekly data
(1)
log(BoxOffice) t (weekly)

(2)
log(BoxOffice) t (Daily)

0.046
(0.265)

0.193∗∗∗
(0.042)

log(Vol t-1/ScreenN t-1)

-0.816∗∗∗
(0.026)

-0.972∗∗∗
(0.006)

GoldR t/ScreenR t

0.673∗∗∗
(0.172)

0.088∗
(0.040)

Constant

0.464
(0.925)

1.600∗∗∗
(0.165)

Yes
853
0.948

Yes
7417
0.906

Avg t-1

Movie fixed effects
Observations
R2

Notes: Regression estimates of equation (2). All variables in the first column is
based on the weekly data. Since most of movies stay on theater for one month,
we have four weeks data here. The variables in the second column is based on the
daily data. Standard errors in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table 6: Movie quality and manipulation level
(1)
πr
AvgNo5

(2)
πr

0.069∗∗∗
(0.009)

(3)
πrc
0.085∗∗∗
(0.009)

0.073∗∗∗
(0.007)

AvgOff

(4)
πrc

0.087∗∗∗
(0.008)

GoldR/ScreenR

0.032
(0.058)

0.037
(0.054)

0.103
(0.060)

0.118∗
(0.056)

Horror

-0.002
(0.035)

0.011
(0.034)

-0.030
(0.036)

-0.018
(0.035)

Animated

-0.005
(0.043)

-0.022
(0.041)

-0.017
(0.044)

-0.037
(0.042)

Constant

0.144∗∗
(0.048)

0.109∗
(0.046)

0.082
(0.049)

0.044
(0.048)

332
0.197

331
0.262

327
0.286

326
0.348

Observations
R2

Notes: Regression estimates of equation (16). The dependent variable in the first and second column is the original
share of real five-star reviews among all five-star reviews.
The dependent variable in the thirs and fourth column is
the corrected share of real five-star reviews. Standard errors
in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table 7: Manipulation level and box office revenue
(1)
πfc

-2.092∗∗∗
(0.355)

AvgOff

0.295∗∗∗
(0.078)

(2)
(3)
log(BoxOffice)
-1.834∗∗∗
(0.335)

-0.506
(0.273)

-0.497
(0.260)

0.167∗∗
(0.056)
0.485∗∗∗
(0.082)

AvgNo5

(4)

GoldR/ScreenR

0.247∗∗∗
(0.061)
6.662∗∗∗
(0.377)

6.439∗∗∗
(0.380)

Horror

-0.213
(0.323)

-0.056
(0.312)

0.716∗∗
(0.237)

0.742∗∗
(0.232)

Animated

-0.393
(0.375)

-0.207
(0.366)

1.215∗∗∗
(0.283)

1.248∗∗∗
(0.280)

Constant

7.653∗∗∗
(0.488)

6.934∗∗∗
(0.463)

1.674∗∗∗
(0.483)

1.628∗∗∗
(0.457)

336
0.228

337
0.275

332
0.595

333
0.605

Observations
R2

Notes: Regression estimates of equation (19). Standard errors
in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table 8: Impact of factors on the cost
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
Cost of posting a fake review

πrc

1.373∗∗∗
(0.064)

1.373∗∗∗
(0.064)

0.664∗∗
(0.219)

0.796∗∗∗
(0.207)

D

-0.896∗∗∗
(0.174)

-0.882∗∗∗
(0.176)

-0.473
(0.480)

-0.608
(0.452)

log(n0 )

0.011
(0.024)

log(V ol)

0.039
(0.040)
0.007
(0.024)

0.037
(0.040)

πrc × log(n0 )

-0.170∗∗∗
(0.050)

D × log(n0 )

0.087
(0.117)

πrc × log(V ol)

-0.146∗∗
(0.050)

D × log(V ol)

0.055
(0.114)

Horror

0.134∗
(0.061)

0.131∗
(0.061)

0.135∗
(0.061)

0.134∗
(0.061)

Animated

0.127
(0.081)

0.118
(0.080)

0.095
(0.080)

0.093
(0.079)

Constant

-0.274∗
(0.124)

-0.297∗
(0.121)

-0.168
(0.179)

-0.184
(0.174)

337
0.618

337
0.618

337
0.632

337
0.629

Observations
R2

Notes: Regression estimates of equation (20).
errors in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Standard

Table 9: Benchmark method
(1)
πf bm

(2)
(3)
log(BoxOffice bm)

-0.142
(1.241)

-0.186
(1.153)
1.444∗∗∗
(0.175)

AvgNo5 bm

AvgOff bm

0.851
(0.838)

1.585∗∗∗
(0.244)

(4)
0.785
(0.795)
0.622∗∗∗
(0.128)

0.649∗∗∗
(0.171)

GoldR/ScreenR bm

7.079∗∗∗
(0.366)

6.863∗∗∗
(0.370)

Horror

-1.308∗∗∗
(0.335)

-1.191∗∗∗
(0.325)

-0.194
(0.233)

-0.174
(0.231)

Animated

-1.785∗∗∗
(0.391)

-1.991∗∗∗
(0.379)

-0.296
(0.275)

-0.426
(0.275)

Constant

0.063
(1.230)

-0.234
(1.130)

-5.409∗∗∗
(0.874)

-5.364∗∗∗
(0.823)

335
0.212

336
0.263

331
0.636

332
0.645

Observations
R2

Notes: Regression estimates of equation (20). All variables are
divided by corresponding variables of the benchmark movie genre.
Standard errors in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table 10: Review manipulation and potential moviegoers
(1)

(2)
(3)
log(BoxOffice/potential)

(4)

πfc

0.217∗∗∗
(0.064)

0.087
(0.049)

-0.594
(0.685)

0.401
(0.529)

AvgNo5

4.705∗∗∗
(0.602)

1.587∗∗
(0.495)

6.889∗∗∗
(0.899)

2.873∗∗∗
(0.770)

5.906∗∗∗
(0.358)

GoldR/ScreenR

5.869∗∗∗
(0.512)

Comedy

0.776∗∗
(0.240)

-0.339
(0.195)

0.617
(0.337)

-0.324
(0.272)

Action

1.115∗∗∗
(0.306)

0.145
(0.238)

1.403∗∗∗
(0.383)

0.188
(0.309)

Horror

0.837∗∗
(0.290)

0.665∗∗
(0.220)

0.805
(0.482)

0.285
(0.371)

Animated

-0.185
(0.411)

0.776∗
(0.318)

-1.453
(2.082)

0.420
(1.596)

Sci fi

1.590∗∗∗
(0.373)

1.023∗∗∗
(0.284)

1.833∗∗∗
(0.514)

0.760
(0.402)

Constant

-6.645∗∗∗
(0.306)
No
401
0.252

-9.102∗∗∗
(0.280)
No
395
0.562

-6.563∗∗∗
(0.468)
Yes
209
0.397

-9.240∗∗∗
(0.429)
Yes
206
0.640

Drop πfc < 0?
Observations
R2

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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